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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Javier Hoyos Valencia has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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atisbó
idiom used in 40 Boyacá;Colombia ) observe the verb. Example 1; John diomed through the slit to the dining room.  E.g.
2; Go peek if it is going to rain.E.g. 3; I glimpsed them kissing them is.

buhonero
The Peddler ( sometimes referred to as a pedlar or street vendor, especially in Latin America ) It is the workers in the
informal economy that trades different consumer goods. Taken from Wikipedia. However, in Colombia the term most
used for these vendors is: "Manero ".

crepitaciones
Noise or sounds that produces firewood when it burns the fire.

epicutaneo
It is on the skin.Epicutaneous test: try to investigate the sensitivity of the skin to a substance and which consists in
depositing a small amount of this on the skin. Definition of Dr. Alberto Martin Lasa.

mancumunales
Mancomunales appropriate expression.This expression is defined as the associative way in which organized labor
movements.Also accepted in Colombia for those communities that are associated in the neighborhoods or do
communes as blocks of social action aimed at improving the unmet needs.?Definition in Wikipedia: marital society is one
of the economic regimes of marriage established by the Civil Code of España.En community Foral de Navarra regime is
similar but is called " 34 conquests regime; It is the regime applicable in the event of marriage do not set any regime. In
Catalonia and Balearic Islands, having its own statutory law in this matter, other than the common, the default scheme is
the separation of bienesEn some Latin American countries, as the case of Mexico, the regime of marital society is it
commonly called joint property regime. In Chile is called participation in the marital property regime.

revitado
Action filling evenly the union or dilatation between brick and block, brick or block. Fill.

sedentacion
Sedentaciones a risk factor affecting a person who works mostly in a sitting position. It affects lumbar algia which
produces an increase in the pressure inside of the disks and that has to do with the position and alignment of the spine.
There are negative and positive Sedentacion, the latter is that which respects the physiological curvature of the spine.
See educacionfisicafrangarcia.


